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Abstract
Background: Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a rapid progressive neurodegenerative disease, characterized by
a selective loss of motor neurons, brain stem and spinal cord which leads to deterioration of motor abilities. Devices
that promote interaction with tasks on computers can enhance performance and lead to greater independence and
utilization of technology.
Objective: To evaluate performance on a computer task in individuals with ALS using three different commonly used
non-immersive devices.
Method: Thirty individuals with ALS (18 men and 12 women, mean age 59 years, range 44–74 years) with a mean
score of 26, (minimum score of 14 and maximum 41) on the Revised Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Functional
Rating Scale (ALSFRS-R) and 30 healthy controls matched for age and gender, participated. All participants were
randomly divided into three groups, each using a different device system (motion tracking, finger motion control
or touchscreen) to perform three task phases (acquisition, retention and transfer).
Results: Both the ALS and control group (CG) showed better performance on the computer task when using
the touchscreen device, but there was limited transfer of performance onto the task performed on the Finger
Motion control or motion tracking. However, we found that using the motion tracking device led to transfer
of performance to the touchscreen.
Conclusion: This study presents novel and important findings when selecting interaction devices for individuals with
ALS to access technology by demonstrating immediate performance benefits of using a touchscreen device, such as
improvement of motor skills. There were possible transferable skills obtained when using virtual systems which may
allow flexibility and enable individuals to maintain performance overtime.
Trial registration: Registration name: Virtual Task in Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis; Registration number: NCT03113630;
retrospectively registered on 04/13/2017. Date of enrolment of the first participant to the trial: 02/02/2016.
Keywords: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Virtual reality exposure therapy, User-computer Interface, Rehabilitation, Motor
activity
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Background
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a rapid progressive
neurodegenerative disease, characterized by a selective loss
of motor neurons, brain stem and spinal cord, with death
usually occurring 2 to 5 years after the onset of symptoms
[1]. Studies suggest a worldwide incidence of 2/100.000
individuals with ALS per year and prevalence of 3–8 cases
per 100.000 inhabitants [2, 3]. The main symptoms of ALS
are consequences of lesions involving multiple regions in
the spinal cord and brainstem, and include weakness,
spasticity, pathological reflexes, fasciculations, cramps,
and muscle atrophy. Loss of respiratory muscle innervation and associated complications are the most frequent
causes of death [4]. Individuals often develop weakness of
the intrinsic muscles of the hand, affecting precise movements such as grasping and manipulating objects [5, 6].
Early deterioration of speech intelligibility and the described weakness of the hands and upper limbs can leave
individuals with ALS with difficulty performing functional
tasks affecting communication, leisure, work and social
activities [7, 8].
There are different approaches to improving quality of
life for individuals with ALS, the highly recommended is
the use of assistive and augmented technology, but is
still hard to address most part of the needs of patients
with ALS [9]. Products used include commercial products
and more bespoke technologies such as Virtual Reality
(VR) [10], characterized as a computer technology that provides three-dimensional artificial sensory feedback, in which
the user engages in experiences similar to real-life tasks
[11]. This has been implemented to support individuals to
gain improvements in performance. The classification of
VR ranges from non-immersive to completely immersive
depending on how isolated from the physical environment
the individual is, when interacting with the virtual environment [11–14]. VR encourages movement in three dimensions of space and can be similar to movements that occur
in the real world [15]. Several non-immersive videogame
systems have been developed for use at home, making the
use of this technology less expensive and more accessible
for different rehabilitation interventions [14].
Because of these characteristics, non-immersive VR
systems have been studied as a therapeutic tool for individuals with ALS and have shown potential to promote
motor improvements even in advanced stages of the disease [16, 17]. Other approaches include using different
hardware devices for interacting with virtual tasks, such as
a standard computer mouse for writing in a computational activity [18], and eye tracking technology to facilitate social interaction [19]. The evidence highlights that
these types of devices can be used to preserve mental
autonomy, influence psychological well-being and may
modify disease course and influence end-of-life-decisions
in severely affected patients with ALS [20] and those with
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locked-in syndrome [21]. The type of interaction device is
important as it may affect the ease of engagement and use
of VR. Alternative products include a touch screen (that
offers tactile feedback) or virtual devices that are not
dependent on touch (sensors that capture body movements, with no tactile feedback), but require higher motor
and cognitive demand to use. The latter feature may promote retention and transfer of the performance to tasks
that require similar motor and cognitive abilities. Considering the motor difficulties present in individuals with
ALS, the characteristics of the different devices allow individuals to communicate, socialize and maintain autonomy
and independence [22]. VR systems allow opportunities to
optimize interactions and participate in rehabilitation
through the supervision of a professional to customize the
difficulty and repetitions of the task and specify interaction
according to the current and changing physical needs and
abilities of the individual [23–25].
Despite the presence of existing work with interaction
systems, we have not found research informing patients
or clinicians as to the importance of using specific commercially available VR systems for supporting performance.
In order to develop evidence to underpin clinical guidance
and inform patients, we set out to investigate the use of
the different interaction devices [26] that may improve
performance of individuals with ALS. Thus, we used a VR
computer task to explore three non-immersive recent
technological devices available commercially that could enable functionality on daily life tasks for individuals with
ALS: (1) Motion tracking device consisting of a motion
sensor developed to allow players to interact with the electronic games without the need to have a control/joystick in
hand; (2) Finger motion control device consisting of an
infrared sensor and cameras to capture precise and simultaneous movements of the fingers within hundredths of a
millimeter; (3) Touchscreen, found in different technological devices such as tablets, computers and cell phones,
which allow user interaction but with the need of the participant to touch the device to execute a task.
We anticipated that using an interface which requires
a wide range of movement such as motion tracking
device and touchscreen would require greater motor demand and energetic expenditure to perform a computer
task in individuals with ALS, promoting low performance compared with interfaces that require a small range
of movement such as finger motion sensor systems. It is
expected that this effect would not be observed to the
same degree in healthy controls and that they will perform better on touchscreen, as they have no motor deficits and this kind of interface is widely used in daily life
[27]. Thus, the aim was to compare touchscreen, motion
sensor and finger motion sensor systems and to identify
which low-cost device enabled better performance and
functionality in both individuals with ALS and a healthy
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control group. The results will provide information for
use of the best device to enable utilization and improve
upper limb functional tasks, and inclusion in daily life
activities of individuals with ALS.

Method
Participants

Between February and December of 2014, a total of 60
individuals participated (convenience sample), 30 individuals with ALS (18 men and 12 women, mean age 59
years, range 44–74 years) and 30 healthy individuals who
formed the control group, which were (equally) matched
individually for age and gender with the ALS group. The
inclusion criteria of this study were individuals diagnosed
with ALS defined according to the revised classification of
El Escorial [28, 29] who regularly attended the Neuromuscular Disease Research Sector (SIDNM) of the Federal
University of São Paulo. Considering that the device systems offer motion capture in three dimensions with high
sensitivity to movement and touch, even individuals with
limited movement and with worse scores on functional
scales could perform the task and present improvement of
performance, so we could not use functional scales scores
as exclusion criteria. Thus, exclusion criteria were individuals not capable of performing the virtual task in a single
trial-test (verbal and written instructions provided before
the experiment), or motor contractures on upper limbs
that prevented handling the devices chosen for the study.
In order to have a more homogeneous group, we also
excluded individuals with Bulbar-onset ALS, familial ALS,
progressive muscular atrophy (PMA), primary lateral
sclerosis (PLS) and locked-in syndrome.
Rating scales

For clinical characteristics of the participants, three scales
referring to functional assessment, fatigue and quality of
life were applied:
1) As a functional assessment tool, the Revised
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Functional Rating
Scale (ALSFRS-R) [30] was used, validated in
Brazilian individuals with ALS which allows
monitoring of symptoms and limitations of daily
living activities. The scale has 12 questions, with
scores ranging between 0 and 4, and a maximum
score of 48 (where the participant is in his or her
best state) [19, 30].
2) To evaluate fatigue during the execution of tasks,
we used the Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS). The FSS
contains nine statements, and, for each item,
participants are instructed to choose a score
ranging from 1 to 7, 7 representing the highest
level of agreement with a given statement. The
total FSS score is obtained by calculating the
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mean of all items, a score ≥ 4 indicating the
presence of fatigue [31].
3) For the assessment of quality of life, we used the
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Assessment
Questionnaire in the Portuguese Language
(ALSAQ-40/BR), which is also validated for the
Brazilian population with ALS [32]. The objective of
this questionnaire is to assess health related quality
of life in studies of patients with ALS. The instrument
contains 40 questions that measure five areas of
health state: 1 - Mobility (10 items), 2 - Daily Life
Activities - ADLs (10 items), 3 - Feeding and
Deglutition (3 items), 4 - Communication (7 items)
and 5 - Emotional Aspects (10 items). Scale scores
range from 0 to 100 within each domain. A score of
0 to 19 in a domain means that the patient presents
no difficulty; 20 to 39, rarely presents difficulty; 40 to
59, sometimes presents difficulty; 60 to 79, often
presents difficulty; and 80 to 100 always presents
difficulty [33]. Thus, the questionnaire informs that a
score closer to zero equates with better the quality of
life, and the closer to one hundred, the more
compromised the quality of life [32].
Protocol

Individuals were randomly divided into three groups (simple randomization), using different interfaces for the acquisition of movement. All participants completed the study.
The description of the VR task and the interfaces that were
used are described below.
Task

Participants performed a computer task to explore the potential of VR devices for enabling technology utilization developed by the Information Systems Team at the University
of São Paulo. The task was set up as a game (with 3D
images) in which the goal was to reach as many bubbles
displayed on an 11-in. computer monitor, forming seven
rows and 18 columns with a total of 126 bubbles (Fig. 1).
These required individuals to be able to use a range as is
typically required in VR systems. The task was divided into
two phases: (1) the first phase was characterized by
identification of dexterity zone or range of reach, in
which the individuals had to touch (“burst”) the largest
possible number of bubbles (changing bubble color
from blue to gray) in a set time of 30 s, identifying the
range zone (Figs. 1b, 2b and 3b); (2) the second phase
was characterized as the persecution stage where the
researcher defined a central bubble (usually chosen in the
center of the skill area, on the bottom line), which changed
the color to red (Figs. 1c, 2c and 3c). From this moment,
the individual pursued random bubbles that appeared in
their range zone (Figs. 1d, 2d and 3d), alternating with a return to the central bubble (Figs. 1e, 2e and 3e). This phase
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was carried out for 30 s. To challenge the participant, the
task randomly provided bubbles outside the range zone
(Figs. 1f, 2f and 3f) and generated a greater challenge to the
individual. The software generated information of the coordinates x, y (row and column) including where the bubble
was touched and the time the bubble was touched. During
task execution, the participant received feedback on the
number of bubbles touched, the remaining playing time
and the total number of points obtained in attempts.
Interfaces

Fig. 1 Graphic representation of an individual with ALS using the
motion tracking (a), the finger motion control (b) and the touchscreen
interface (c) during a proposed virtual task. a (upper left) initial screen
of the task with 126 bubbles; (middle left) individual defines the skill
zone by touching the screen for 10 s; (bottom left) researcher defines a
target bubble in the center of bottom of the range line; (upper right)
individual touches the bubble that appears randomly (in the chase
area); (middle right) a return to bubble target; (bottom right) some
touches are in a bubble outside the chase area, challenging the limits
of the individual. The protocol was the same for all interfaces

Three different devices were coupled, and each group
started the testing (acquisition phase) with a different
device and then during the transfer phase used the other
two devices. The devices were: Two non-contact devices,
capable of capturing the movements performed by individuals in three dimensions called Motion tracking, (Fig. 1a).
This composed of (1) a traditional Red, Green and Blue
sensor (RGB) with the main purpose being for the sensing,
representation and display of images in electronic systems
such as a computer) and an infrared (IR) depth sensor that
can measure the heat of an object as well as detecting motion (Kinect®, Microsoft) [34, 35] and (2) the finger motion
control, (Fig. 1b), composed of infrared light-emitting diode
(LED) characterized as a small motion sensor that demonstrated robustness to measure the movements of the hand
and fingers (Leap Motion Control®) [36, 37].
(3) The touchscreen was the interface with physical
contact on the computer screen itself, where individuals
touched the screen to burst the bubbles (Fig. 1c). The
touchscreen is a sensitive interface employed through pressure created in order to interact with digital information,
found in the majority of modern consumer electronics,
mainly computers, tablets and mobile phones [38].

Fig. 2 Study design. ALS Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis group, CG Control group
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Fig. 3 Representation (mean and standard error) of touched bubbles in all phases of the study in both groups: ALS and control. MT: Motion
Tracking interface used; TS: Touchscreen interface used; FMC: Finger Motion Control interface used; FA: First attempt in the acquisition phase;
LA: Last attempt in the acquisition phase; R: Tentative of retention phase; T1: First attempt at transfer phase with interface change; T2: Second
attempt at transfer phase with the third interface; ALS: Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis group; Control: healthy control group

Procedures and design

After participants provided written informed consent,
they were sent to a quiet isolated room to perform the
tasks with only the researcher present. The computer
monitor was positioned on a table in front of the participants. The chair was adjusted in accordance with the size
and need of the individual, with a footrest available and for
wheelchair users, their own wheelchair was used. After the
necessary adjustments to perform the task, questionnaires
and functional assessment scales were applied; the researcher provided verbal instructions and performed a
demonstration of interfaces according to each task (motion
tracking, finger motion control or touchscreen). Participants were instructed to use the dominant hand (i.e., the
least affected side) for all interfaces used during the game.
To interact with the task, the individual was instructed
to wave the hand in front of the sensor for motion tracking (Fig. 1a), wave the fingers above the sensor for Finger
Motion Control (Fig. 1b) or touch the screen of the computer for Touchscreen interface (Fig. 1c). Figure 2 presents the task design used in this study.
Data analysis

The dependent variable was the number of bubbles
touched in each period. An ANOVA with between factors
being Group (ALS, Control) and Interfaces (motion tracking, touchscreen, finger motion control), and attempts as
within factor, with repeated measures on the last factor.
For ‘attempts, separate comparisons were made in the acquisition phase (first acquisition attempt - FA; versus last
acquisition attempt - LA), retention (LA versus retention
attempt - R) and transfer (R versus first transfer attempted
– T1 and R versus second transfer attempt - T2). Partial
eta- squared (η2) was reported to measure effect size and
interpreted as small (effect size > 0.01), medium (effect

size > 0.06), or large (effect size > 0.14) [39]. Post-hoc
comparisons were performed using Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference (HSD) test. Regression analysis considering improvement in movement time in the first
and last attempt (⊗) was performed to determine which
factors (age, gender, ALSFRS, ALSFSS, Daily Life Activities, Mobility, Swallowing, Communication, Emotional
and ALSAQ-40/BR) influenced the degree of learning
during practice for the ALS group. We considered findings to be significant at p < 0.05. The software package
used was SPSS 20.0.

Results
Both the ALS and Control groups were matched for age
and gender, the values are the same for either group. A
total of 10 individuals were allocated to each subgroup
for the different interaction devices, with a mean age of
58 ± 11 years (3 women, 30% and 7 men, 70%) in the
Motion Tracking group, mean age of 59 ± 9 and (3
women, 30% and 7 men, 70%) in the Touchscreen group
and mean age of 61 ± 12 (5 women, 50% and 5 men,
70%) in the Finger Motion Control group. For the ALS
group, Table 1 presents the characteristics of individuals,
including duration of disease, ALSFRS-R, FSS and
ALSAQ-40/BR rating scales, which were applied at the
Neuromuscular Disease Research Sector of the Federal
University of São Paulo. Clinical presentation of symptoms ranged from 13 to 212 months, and this was due to
two patients with a diagnosis of 199 and 212 months
which increased the mean and standard deviation, yet
disease duration was not associated with more severe
symptoms; All individuals with ALS were able to complete
the task. The ALSFRS-R functionality scale indicated that
40% of individuals with ALS had fatigue.
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Table 1 Characterization of individuals with ALS, attended at Neuromuscular Disease Research Sector at the Federal University of
São Paulo, according to the duration of disease, age and rating scales
Group with acquisition and retention on:
n

Motion Tracking

Touchscreen

Finger Motion Control

10

10

10

p*

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Disease duration (months)

74 (75)

35 (22)

29 (12)

ALSFRS-R

31.3 (7.48)

31.0 (5.56)

24.7 (7.04)

0.129

FSS

37 (18)

37 (17)

46 (12)

0.359

Mobility

67 (18)

62 (27)

84 (24)

0.097

DLAs

55 (23)

56 (27)

78 (30)

0.122

Swallowing;

31 (33)

28 (41)

57 (29)

0.137

Communication

37 (37)

23 (26)

56 (37)

0.099

Emotional

52 (27)

29.2 (15)

56 (29)

0.043*

ALSAQ-40/BR (Total)

229 (100)

199 (78)

332 (102)

0.010*

0.077

n: sample size; ALSFRS-R: Revised Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Functional Rating Scale; FSS: Fatigue Severity Scale; ALSAQ-40/BR (Total): Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis Assessment Questionnaire in the Portuguese Language; DLAs: daily living activities. ANOVA (p < 0.05): *post-hoc test showed differences between the
groups Motion Tracking and touchscreen and between touchscreen and Finger Motion Control

Results in protocol phases
Acquisition

The results are represented in Fig. 3. Significant effects
were found for Attempts [F1, 51 = 50.1, p < 0.001, ŋ2 =
0.50], Groups [F1, 51 = 21.3, p < 0.001, ŋ2 = 0.29] and Interfaces [F2, 51 = 9.3, p < 0.001, ŋ2 = 0.27]. This result suggests that both groups increased the number of bubbles
reached from First Attempt (FA) (M = 62) to Last Attempt
(LA) (M = 83) and that the ALS group showed worse performance (M = 62) compared to the CG (M = 83). A significant interaction between Group and Interfaces [F2, 51 = 6.8,
p = 0.002, ŋ2 = 0.21] was found. The post hoc test showed
that the worse performance occurred on the touch screen
between the groups (p < 0.001; M = 107 and 65, respectively) and finger motion control (p = 0.009; M = 72 and 50,
respectively) yet not on the motion tracking control device.
In addition, participants from both groups who performed
acquisition on touchscreen performed significantly better
(M = 90) compared with motion tracking (p = 0.007; M =
70) and finger motion control (p < 0.001; M = 63), but there
were no significant differences between motion tracking
and finger motion control.
Retention

There was a significant effect for Interfaces [F2, 53 = 9.2,
p < 0.001, ŋ2 = 0.26] which showed that touchscreen promoted better performance for all individuals (M = 99),
compared to motion tracking (M = 77) and finger motion control (M = 79). There was a significant interaction
between Attempts and Interfaces [F2, 53 = 3.2, p = 0.048,
ŋ2 = 0.11]. The post hoc test showed that there was significant improvement in the amount of bubbles reached
from the last acquisition block (M = 75) to the retention
block (M = 83; p = 0.007) in the finger motion control.

There was no difference between blocks on motion tracking and touchscreen for either group. The main effect for
Groups [F1, 54 = 25.1, p < 0.001, ŋ2 = 0.32] and Interfaces
[F2, 54 = 9.36, p < 0.001, ŋ2 = 0.26] remained present.
There was also interaction between Groups and Interfaces [F2, 54 = 4.62, p = 0.014, ŋ2 = 0.15]. As in the acquisition phase, the results showed that there were significant
differences between the CG and ALS groups on touchscreen
(p < 0.001; M = 116 and 82, respectively) and finger motion
control (p = 0.001; M = 94 and 64, respectively), but there
was no significant difference in motion tracking (Fig. 3).
Transfer 1

Significant effects were found for Attempts [F1, 54 = 16.7,
p < 0.001, ŋ2 = 0.24] and Groups [F1, 54 = 32.1, p < 0.001,
ŋ2 = 0.37]. This result suggested that all individuals decreased the number of bubbles touched from R (M = 86)
to T1 (M = 74) and additionally, the CG had a higher number of bubbles touched (M = 92) compared to the ALS
group (M = 68). Interaction between Attempts and Interfaces [F2, 54 = 34.5, p < 0.001, ŋ2 = 0.56] and Groups and
Interfaces [F2, 54 = 3.7, p = 0.031, ŋ2 = 0.12] were found. The
post-hoc test showed that the group that carried out the
Acquisition/Retention phase in motion tracking (Retention
M = 77) improved performance in transfer with touchscreen (M = 93; p = 0.003), but when practice was made with
touchscreen (Retention M = 98) performance deteriorated
in the transfer to motion tracking (M = 56; p < 0.001).
There were no significant differences between acquisition/
retention in finger motion control and transfer to motion
tracking. In addition, there were differences between the
groups in touchscreen (p = 0.001; M = 91 and 64, respectively) and finger motion control (p < 0.001; M = 97 and
60, respectively), but not in motion tracking (Fig. 3).
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Transfer 2

Significant effects were found for Attempts [F1, 54 = 19.5,
p < 0.001, ŋ2 = 0.27] and Groups [F1, 54 = 14.0, p < 0.001,
ŋ2 = 0 21]. These results suggested that individuals decreased the number of bubbles reached in R (M = 86) to
T2 (M = 72). Moreover, the CG had a higher number of
bubbles touched (M = 88) compared to ALS (F = 70).
The results showed interaction between Attempts and
Interfaces [F2, 54 = 12.8, p < 0.001, ŋ2 = 0.32]. The post
hoc test found that the group undergoing the stages of
Acquisition/Retention on touchscreen (Retention M =
98) had worse performance on transfer to finger motion
control (p < 0.001; M = 62), but there were no significant
differences between Acquisition/Retention in motion
tracking and transfer for finger motion control, or between Acquisition/Retention in finger motion control
and transfer to touchscreen (Fig. 3).
The effect of practice on the transfer phase

In order to verify if a transfer effect occurred or if it was
only a characteristic of the task (easier than the interface
of practice), t-tests were performed to compare the performance on transfer and the first attempt (FA) of the
group that started in the same interface (e.g. transfer T1
on touchscreen of Group B versus FA on touchscreen of
Group A, transfer T1 on motion tracking of Group C
versus FA on motion tracking of Group B, transfer T1
on finger motion control of Group A versus FA on finger motion control of Group C, see Fig. 3). The results
showed that only for the ALS group that had performed
the acquisition phase on motion tracking [with T1 phase
on touchscreen (M = 87)] presented statistical difference
from the ALS group that performed the first acquisition
attempt on the touchscreen (M = 54, p = 0.035). This implies that the practice on motion tracking (without physical contact) promoted better performance when
transferring to touchscreen (with physical contact) for
individuals with ALS, in other words they performed
better on the task with physical contact after practice on
motion tracking than when they started with touchscreen (Fig. 3).
Linear regression

None of the factors were found to influence the degree of
learning during practice of the task, which indicates that
performance was not affected by differences in age or gender, or the scores in ALSFRS, ALSFSS, DLAs, Mobility,
Swallowing, Communication, Emotional or ALSAQ-40/BR.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the use of
different interaction devices (used in daily life) that may
improve performance in individuals with ALS. Moreover,
our interest was to determine if a more abstract device
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(without physical contact) could provide better performance than a device with physical contact in a VR task.
Our results showed better performance on the physical
contact device (touchscreen) for both the ALS and CG,
offering greater ability for those individuals to perform
tasks and retain skills during the phases of acquisition
and retention. This result was contrary to the initial hypothesis in which we expected that finger motion control which is characterized by being a device without
physical contact that does not require accurate touching
nor a wide range of movement, should be more functional than the touchscreen which needs more precise
control of movement. Our findings are important as they
confirm the utility of touchscreen systems to promote
functionality on daily tasks using a computer in individuals with ALS.
Although there was better performance on the touchscreen for both the ALS and CG, all participants were found
to have improvements in performance with practice regardless of the interaction device. This was expected as
even with the characteristic of progressive neuromuscular
changes and possible cognitive impairments that interfere
with performance [40], individuals with ALS have been
shown to retain the capacity to learn and our results
showed that individuals with ALS are able to make compensatory movements to accomplish the task and improve
performance, even when using different VR interaction
devices. Corroborating this finding, Lancioni et al. [18]
(2011), stated that individuals with ALS have the capacity
to improve performance and learn new tasks using computer and coupled devices. Also, the authors state that
these kinds of tasks promote engagement on the activities,
which is an important characteristic due to the fact that
the lack of engagement in therapy is the biggest barrier for
rehabilitation of people with disabilities [41].
Regarding the comparison between groups, the CG
showed better performance than the ALS group in most of
the devices in all phases of the study, except when using
motion tracking on the acquisition and retention phases.
We can only speculate that, the difficulty to organize movement during motion tracking practice was the same for
both groups, even with the motor and possible cognitive
impairments that characterizes ALS. Therefore, this type of
device may allow equal performance for individuals with
ALS compared to healthy controls to enjoy social activities
with families and friends.
Besides the acquisition and retention phases, the ability
to transfer skills is an important finding as it shows that
there was motor learning (short-term), and not just improvements in performance [42] (i.e. if they have the ability
to transfer, the learning can be inferred). Thus, for the
transfer phase with change of device, we mainly observed
that the groups that made acquisition with touchscreen
failed to transfer the task to the devices without physical
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contact. However, participants in the ALS group who in
the acquisition phase performed the task without physical
contact performed better when transferred to the touchscreen. This is shown by the performance in the touchscreen
after using the motion tracking device (M = 87) which
showed improvement compared to the ALS group who
began on the touchscreen (M = 54). This finding may be
considered to encourage utilization of technologies in clinical practice and therefore has great novelty and potential
impact. Despite the difficulty of using a device without
physical contact, the exposure to this virtual environment
enabled better performance when the individuals underwent transfer to a more realistic environment (represented
by the touchscreen). This concept added to the possibility
of VR environments (mainly using no contact device)
being considered more motivating to use, enabling control
of quality, intensity, duration and frequency of exposure of
the individual to the task, which resulted in benefits when
transferring to other devices [43].
These findings are in line with Monteiro et al. [27]
and Massetti et al. [13] who carried out comparisons
between real and virtual environments in individuals
with neuromuscular disease and found that a direct interaction with the environment through physical contact provided a richer set of information to guide movement and
better performance. According to Massetti et al. [13] despite
the playful features, ease of access and the power of
fascination that VR can create in individuals, its use
should be carefully considered as often the task features
make it much more difficult and complex than its real
representation.
Moreover, some complementary explanations may
contribute to the justification for the difficulty found in
using a no contact device. Lack of familiarity with the
systems with no physical contact may have hampered
performance in these devices in comparison to touchscreen devices which are widely used in everyday life. This
would be in agreement with Bulmaro et al. [44], who
found that when using a VR task with no physical contact, individuals needed additional training time and a
prolonged period of practice.
A second influence may be failures of the calibration
of the device itself [43]. We observed during the data
collection that both the motion tracking and finger motion devices showed some slight technical delays (freezing images or delays in response to the movement) while
performing the task, which were difficult to identify as
this was due to shortcomings in the developed software
and/or were due to the less than optimal sensitivity of
the devices. Iosa et al. [43] found that the finger motion
control is an important tool for rehabilitation but mentions a limitations in tracking finger movements during
activities when the hands gets too close to the motion
sensor. We found similar issues in the current study.
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The third influence may be the absence of tactile feedback when using a no contact device. Tactile feedback may
include touch sensation, temperature, and surface friction
and can increase the sensitivity of stimuli present, providing
an efficient communication channel [13]. According to
Monteiro et al. [27] a task that involves a direct interaction
with the environment including physical contact generates
a richer pool of information for guiding movement compared to a more abstract task, in a virtual environment.
Hence, the two tasks with no physical contact depend on
different information–movement couplings and it is not
unlikely therefore that this environment may elicit different
spatio-temporal organization of the movement than natural
environments, especially among participants with movement disorders. However, it is also known that when the
practice is in some way more difficult and requires more
spatio-temporal organization, there is a better transfer of
learning then when the task offers an easier practice [45],
as confirmed by our results. Although using the touchscreen was easier, the devices that did not required physical
contact promoted greater transfer of the task. Thus, we can
speculate that touchscreen devices can be used to promote
functionality on daily tasks using a computer, however, if
the aim of the rehabilitation team is to improve this functionality, it is important to consider using devices with no
physical contact.
To mitigate any bias around motor differences between
ALS groups that could influence the results, three assessment scales were used to verify disease stage, fatigue and
quality of life of individuals with ALS across groups. We
found that there were no significant differences with homogeneity in disability and motor skills between groups.
The only exception was in the “Emotional” domain of
the ALSAQ-40/BR quality of life scale in the group that
started with the touchscreen task.
Despite the possible sensitivity limits of the virtual devices, varying characteristics of participants, number of
participants and low repetitions for adjustments to task,
clear strong effects were found. This study suggests that
for the first time a touchscreen system could help to improve performance in individuals with ALS, in addition
to the potential for using technologies to improve functionality in this group. It is important to emphasize that
a game was used to test performance and that we anticipate
transfer to other tasks, but this work needs replicating with
other technological devices including communication and
socialization systems which have been found to promote
self- determination, increase patients’ quality of life and reduce caregiver burden [46]. Providing the best device for an
individual to perform practical tasks is extremely important,
considering health service resources and the impact on
participation in meaningful activities of this condition. In
this group of individuals with ALS, it became clear that for
them the touchscreen was the most functional device.
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Finally, equal performance was observed using the motion
tracking between the CG and ALS suggesting this device
may be a good system to allow equal competition if used
for gaming and for leisure.
Limitations and future studies

Although we found interesting results, we can point out
some limitations: (1) we can consider the lack of familiarity with the devices without physical contact as a limitation, but this is a factor that can be controlled with
training and practice and should be investigated in futures
studies; (2) Delays and technical issues of the devices with
no physical contact could impact the results, however we
believe this was out of the control of the researcher (3) A
VR task was used to assess the motor performance that
could be extrapolated for communication (an important
function for ALS individuals), however future studies
should focus on tasks specific for augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) devices; (4) In order to
guarantee the homogeneity of the ALS group, we did not
include individuals with Bulbar-onset ALS, familial ALS,
Progressive muscular atrophy (PMA) and Primary lateral
sclerosis (PLS) as it would be difficult to measure the influence of the type of ALS on the results; however this
means that the results from the current study may not be
translated to other types of ALS; (5) our results cannot be
extrapolated to later stages of the disease, with high-grade
deficits of the upper extremities or locked-in syndrome, in
which Brain-Computer Interfaces or eye tracker are more
suitable technologies.

Conclusion
The study demonstrated that individuals with ALS were
better able to use a touchscreen device to perform tasks
on a computer than devices with no physical contact.
Moreover, we found a clinically important result that
when using a motion tracking device (without physical
contact) individuals with ALS could transfer performance
to a touchscreen. Our findings are important as they suggest that individuals with ALS with moderate functional
impairment may find touchscreen devices easier for improving and retaining motor performance, and therefore
may have application to daily life tasks using a computer
system. In addition, when considering rehabilitation to improve motor abilities of individuals with ALS on touchscreen devices, it is important to consider using motion
track devices for practice of the task.
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